
HOW to study Scripture without too much influence from man 
 

STEP 1 
DOWNLOAD E-Sword or The Word software to your computer or laptop 
 
 
  
 
http://www.e-sword.net/downloads.html                   http://www.theword.net/  
                                                                                Download ADD-ON Modules as well 

STEP 2 
Go to Bible gateway.com and DOWNLOAD more Scripture versions, Dictionaries 
and Commentaries . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/ 
 

See the following translations of Scripture: 
Please ENSURE that you DOWNLOAD the files below to the same drive and directory as your 

E-Sword software was downloaded to . . . 
(Normally C-Drive of your computer/laptop – Program Files – E-Sword) 
 
http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/2653-the-scriptures-1998/ 
  
http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/2603-restored-names-king-
james-version-rnkjvexe/ 
 

http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/8693-jeff-a-benner-a-
mechanical-translation-of-the-book-of-genesis-and-exodus-revised/ 
 

http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/7558-hebrew-study-bible-
interlinear-hebrew-old-testament-with-strongs-numbers-and-transliteration/ 
 
I would advise the following DICTIONARIES: 
http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/972-the-scriptures-1998-
explanatory-notesdctxexe/ 
 

http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/6951-strongs-with-lxx/ 
 

http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/8695-jeff-a-benner-ancient-
hebrew-dictionary/ 
 

http://www.biblesupport.com/e-sword-downloads/file/8694-jeff-a-benner-ancient-
hebrew-lexicon-of-the-bible/ 
 

HOW to USE the above RESOURCES to STUDY Scripture YOURSELF: 
 Use The Scriptures 1998 as your default Bible 
 Use Strong’s + LXX as your default Dictionary 

 

Go to a specific verse in Scripture (remember to use The Scriptures as your 
default Bible on E-Sword) that you want to study. The Scriptures translation is a 
much purer translation of Scripture in English than any other translation available on 
E-Sword, including the KJV! The Scriptures do NOT have the Strong’s numbers to 
find the specific meaning of a word from the Hebrew (1st language of Scripture).  
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To find the specific MEANING of a WORD from Scripture from the Hebrew 
language, you must go to the KJV+ Bible translation (you automatically got it when 
you downloaded the E-Sword Bible application)!  
 
Get the Strong’s number (in green), click on it and look at the meaning of the 
word from your Dictionary (just below Bibles in E-Sword) to look-up the specific 
meaning of any Strong’s word. 
  

Let’s look at a practical example: 
The following is Genesis 1:1 from The Scriptures translation: 
Gen 1:1  In the beginning Elohim created the heavens and the earth. 
 
Now to look-up the specific meaning of a word from the Hebrew, you need to go to 
the KJV + to GET the STRONG’S NUMBER . . . 
The following is Genesis 1:1 from the KJV+ . . . 
Gen 1:1 In the beginningH7225 GodH430 createdH1254 (H853) the heavenH8064 and the 
earth.H776 

 

You will clearly see the H (Hebrew) or G (Greek) numbers above/after the 
words that have Strong’s numbers . . . 
 
Firstly, can you see the DIFFERENCE between The Scriptures and the KJV 
translations? 
The Scriptures renders the “title” (Elohim) of the Almighty CORRECTLY from 
the Hebrew language and CORRECTS the ERROR found in the KJV translation 
(heaven, translated singular, instead of heaven[s] – plural)! 
 
CLICK on the Strong’s number that you want to STUDY: 
 
Go to your Dictionary Strong’s + LXX to look-up the meaning of these words. 
 
Let’s have a look at the word beginning (H7225) from the Strong’s + LXX: 
H7225 
      (Hebrew word) 
r  sh   th (Transliterated word)  
ray-sheeth' (Phonetic spelling) 
From the same as H7218; the first, in place, time, order or rank (specifically a 
firstfruit): - beginning, chief (-est), first (-fruits, part, time), principal thing. 
 
We need to use yet another resource/website to CONFIRM that the Strong’s 
number are correct and to further study the word meaning in MORE DEPTH: 
http://biblesuite.com/ 
 
At the TOP of this website towards the RIGHT, you will see a little WHITE box with a little 
arrow (with a drop-down menu) -- CLICK on Strong’s 
 
Type ONLY 7225 in the LONG WHITE box in the MIDDLE TOP of the page and CLICK on 
the little ORANGE ICON at the end of the white box . . . 
 
The software will search and show you the Hebrew Strong’s number on the LEFT and the 
Greek Strong’s number on the RIGHT . . . 
 
ALWAYS use the HEBREW STRONG’S number when available, as Scripture was 
written in HEBREW first! The Greek Strong’s (right) can guide us to the original 
Hebrew Strong’s number, when the Hebrew number is not available on the LEFT! 
 
 
 

 

http://biblesuite.com/


CLICK on the Hebrew Strong’s number written and UNDERLINED in BLUE  
(left of the page) 
 
You will see the following: 
 
 
reshith: beginning, chief 
Original Word:         
Part of Speech: Noun Feminine 
Transliteration: reshith 
Phonetic Spelling: (ray-sheeth') 
Short Definition: beginning 
 

 

Word Origin 
from rosh 
Definition 
beginning, chief 
NASB Translation 
beginning (19), choice (2), choicest (3), finest (2), first (16), first fruits (7), foremost (2). 
 
Scroll further down the page and you will see the following: 
 

 
beginning, chiefest, firstfruits, part, time, principal thing 
 
From the same as ro'sh; the first, in place, time, order or rank (specifically, a firstfruit) 
-- beginning, chief(-est), first(-fruits, part, time), principal thing. 
see HEBREW ro'sh 
 
To go to the ACTUAL WORD ORIGIN of this word, we must CLICK on the word “ro’sh” 
above to get a proper understanding of how the word originated from the HEBREW 
language!  
 
You can also study the further meaning of the English words that you will see in the . . . 
   

 
 . . . by using the following Dictionaries: 
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/ 
 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/ 
 
http://dictionary.reference.com/ 
 
See LINKS to proper RESTORED Scripture TRANSLATIONS in soft or hard cover: 
The Besorah of Yahusha -- you can download the PFD files below [FREE]! 
http://www.hrti.co.za/Student%20Support/TheBesorah-all.0001.pdf 
http://www.pdf-archive.com/2013/08/20/bynv/ 
 
The Scriptures is very similar to the Besorah of Yahusha and HalleluYah Scriptures, apart 
from the fact that they used the Modern Hebrew, in place of the Ancient Hebrew! 
http://isr-messianic.org/shop/the-scriptures/ 
 
The HalleluYah Scriptures is free, but postage and shipping are often paid by the receiver!   
http://www.halleluyahscriptures.com/about/ 
 
The Restoration Scriptures (4th Edition) has also replaced the Modern Hebrew with the 
proper Ancient Hebrew! This translation has to be imported from the USA! 
http://store.yourarmstoisrael.org/Qstore/Qstore.cgi?CMD=009&DEPT=1102608353& 
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